1966 AFSC Correspondence

AFSC Exec. Sec. - Colin Bell; Assoc. Sec. - Stephen G. Cary and Louis Schneider

News Release from Colin Bell - re telegram sent to Pres. Johnson imploring him to end the U.S. bombing of Vietnam and to begin withdrawal.

EFS to CB - re reference to AFSC in Republican Congressional Campaign Com. Newsletter in regard to Communist infiltration in Anti-Vietnam War Groups.


Marshai Swiss (Wash. D.C.) to Colin Bell - re availability for AFSC service in New Orleans of Mrs. Corrine Freeman Smith (cc to ERW).

C.N.B. to C. Edward Behre (Wash. Fr. Sem. Prog. Wash., D.C.) - re proposal from Capitol Hill Property Com. of Friends Mtg. of Wash. for a Quaker House on Capitol Hill (Would beused by AFSC only if International and Davis Houses not Avail.)

Dan Seeger to David Hartsgush - re Rep. Congressional Com. Newsletter - AFSC not going to take action.

Dan Seeger to EFS - the Mary Cushing Miles proposal that the AFSC submit testimony to somebody in Congress regarding legal barriers to extension of humanitarian relief to N. Vietnam will be relayed to FCNL for advisement.

EFS to Dan Seeger - Names of Senators and Representatives who on P.O. on Civil Service Coms. might support an AFSC commemorative stamp in connection with 50th Anniversary.


Stephen G. Cary to Sen. Albert Gore- a list of persons (Americans) who are well informed on character of N.L.F., its origins, tenets, and leadership.

EFS to Stephen G. Cary - list of names for witnesses on the Vietcong.

Stephen Cary to EFS - his possible testimony before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on Vietnam.

Louis W. Schneider to Dr. Richard P. Stevens (N.Y.C.) - recommends that FCNL be contacted to help bring influence on political bodies in U.S. concerning problems created by apartheid policies of S. African countries.

AFSC - Community Relations - Barbara Moffett

Barbara Moffett to Rep. Byron Rogers - would like to talk about interest of AFSC and NAACP Legal Defense and Ed. Fund (Jean Rainfair) in your inquiry into operation of school deseg. guidelines of Office of Education.
Community Relations, cont’d

Barbara M. Moffett to Rep. Edith Green - would she like to have field trip to community situation at time of regional hearings of subcom. in Atlanta for Office of Education study of school desegregation.
Barbara Moffett to Frances Neely - National Seminar group will be in Wash. Nov. 14-16. Topic: "Southeast Asia: Strategy for Peace?" Can there be FCNL briefing prior to Congressional interviews?
Thelma Sega to Curt Moody and Frances Neely - NAREB's listing of the House vote on Title IV (Forced Housing In Civil Rights Bill).

A.F.S.C. - Cuba

Robert A. Lyon to Frances Neely - thanks for letter regarding rules on sending packages to Cuba. What are Friends doing about Cuba? lobbying? visits? has continued interest in Cuba.
Frances Neely to Frank Hunt, Rev. Elizabeth Miller, et al - re regulations covering "gifts" to Cuba. Restrictions might be relaxed for Red Cross sending food & clothing.

A.F.S.C. - Information - Press

Jeannette Hadley to James Weaver - can FCNL have third copy of AFSC directory for Dave Gartsough's work?
T. Proctor Lippincott to James Weaver - please send list of AFSC units abroad.

A.F.S.C. - International Affairs - Mike Yarrow

EFS to Mike Yarrow, Stewart Meacham, William Huntington - re Treaty to Prevent the Spread of Nuclear Weapons - his conversation with Adrian Fisher, U.S. ACDA, who said that its possible nonproliferation treaty can be worked out, and position of non-nuclear powers.
France E. Neely - her report on Food for Peace Legislation.
Frances E. Neely to Frank Hunt - is there explanation for the 60% Government cut in request for licenses to send funds to the International Committee of the Red Cross and the Canadian Friends Service Com?c?
C.H. Yarrow to Frances Neely - re Food for Peace Bill, and ticklish situation with regard to India.
Mike Yarrow to Walter Martin - QUMP - re concern of John Merriam on Rhodesia for Sen. Thomas Kuchel, who is sympathetic to AFSC Vietnam view.
Mike Yarrow to EFS - would he read the Vietnam Working Party draft ready for the AFSC Board to approve for publication?
1966 AFSC Correspondence - cont'd

A.F.S.C. - Peace Education - Stewart Neacham

David Scott to ERW - AFSC doesn't want to reprint The Senate Revolt from Nov. 11 "Science," but would like 16 copies if another group reprints it.

EFS to Stewart Neacham et al - re Treaty to Prevent the Spread of Nuclear Weapons.

EFS to Stewart Neacham - more U.S. troops may go to Vietnam in 1967. Two choices of President: 1) continue to accelerate military rate, or 2) reach negotiated settlement in six months.

EFS to Stewart Neacham - Leonard Kenworthy might suggest distribution channels for analysis of film, "Why Vietnam."


News Release from Department of State on acquisition of "Why Vietnam" by film library.


Stewart Neacham to Cecil Thomas - re possible meeting of "National Committee" Key People with Fulbright.

David Scott to Frances Neely - asks for FCNL orientation Sept. 15 for A.F.S.C. fund raisers day of visiting Congressmen and Senators Sept. 16 (ERW did).

Norman Goerlich (San Francisco) to All Finance Secretaries. Subject: Finance Secretaries Invade Washington (to call on Congressmen).

EFS to Stewart Neacham - can attend Chicago June 12-14 AFSC Consultation on the Draft (Memorandum on the mtg. enclosed).

David Scott to EFS - Is order 13,000 copies of Sen. McGovern's speech about China for regional and area AFSC offices.

EFS to Stewart Neacham - Senator McGovern drew heavily on two AFSC pamphlets on China and Vietnam in preparing his speech.

Eugene Boardman to Louise Sims - can speak for AFSC during academic year 1966-67.

Betty Boardman to Stewart Neacham - A New China Policy to members of the Foreign Relations Committee.

EFS to Stewart Neacham - re visitation to Washington of 5 AFSC people to discuss AFSC Vietnam Report with 50-75 key people.

Eugene Boardman to David Scott - recommends AFSC consider reproducing C.P. Fitzgerald's article "Once More the Yellow Peril" in Nation for distribution to China study groups.

1966 AFSC Correspondence - cont'd

AFSC - International Affairs Seminars - Davis House, Wash., D.C.

Betty Jacob to Harold E. Snyder - re Philip Jacob's interim report to A.I.D., and the cancellation of salaries to U.S. Staff working in Eastern Europe, because of Congressional opinion.

"Interim Report to A.I.D. Science Director on a study of The Interaction of Social Values and Political Responsibility in Developing Countries" by Philip E. Jacob.

Invitation to E.P.S. to a special luncheon seminar on Central European Studies on March 11 at the Internation Student House (couldn't go).

E.P.S. to Paul Turner - FCNL can give only moral support to a possible Am. Indian Seminar because of deep involvement over other issues.

AFSC - Internation Service - Richard Smith

Richard Smith (W. Payant) to Jeannette Hadley - Draft boards do have alternative service opportunities to assign to C.O.'s. Do like to have qualified job opportunities.

Richard Smith (W. Payant) to Jeannette Hadley - FCNL not listed on C.O. alternative service listing. Job blank enclosed to fill out to help C.O.'s.

Jeannette Hadley to Richard Smith - someone will attend the Annual Meeting of the U.S. Committee on Refugees.

Richard F. Smith to E.P.S. - AFSC to reactivating the C.O. Services Program to meet growing demand for C.O. information and alternative service opportunities for C.O.'s.

AFSC - Personnel - Catharine Evans

Catharine Evans to FCNL - asking for suggestions for staff positions in AFSC for its special peace education program in response to Vietnam war.

Catherine Haysmith to E.P.S. - David Hartsough is being considered for associate to Peace Education Secretary in N.Y. office - asks for evaluation. E.P.S. answered saying D.H. was working well in FCNL and hoped he would continue there.

AFSC Program Administration - Frank Hunt

Frances Neely to Frank Hunt, Rev. Elizabeth Miller, et al - re packages to Cuba and postal regulations. Request for relocation of restriction against sending food and clothing via Red Cross might be given favorable consideration.

Frank Hunt to T. Proctor Lippincott - AFSC list of units abroad not distributed outside AFSC. Questions might be answered directly rather than through field directors.

E.P.S. to Frank Hunt - setting up AFSC-FCNL meeting in Philadelphia on January 17.
1966 AFSC Correspondence - cont'd

APSC Releases

Text of telegram to President Johnson imploring him to end U.S. bombing of Vietnam and to begin phased military withdrawal.

Dr. William Lotspiech chosen as next executive secretary of AFSC, giving his background.

Announcement of opening day care center for refugee children at Guang Ngai, S. Vietnam as first step in coordinated refugee program.

James H. Harvey joined AFSC to assume responsibility for the National Housing Program of Community Relations Division.


APSC - Youth Services - Myrtle G. McCallin

Myrtle G. McCallin to EPS - asks for statement of the position of Administration on Vietnam. (was sent State Department publications - one of them Vietnam Today)

APSC Area Offices - Cambridge, Chicago, Dayton, Des Moines, Houston

Frances Neely to Russell Johnson (Cambridge) - International Red Cross remitted 28,300 Swiss francs to Cambodian Red Cross for inhabitants of Khmer villages destroyed during military operations. Senator Morse is trustworthy but label materials not for publication "special."

T. Procter Lippincott to Russell Johnson - arrangements for Johnson visit to Washington Sept. 28 - interviews with senators set up.

Russell Johnson - open letter announcing new AFSC information service - "Look What They Are Saying."


Frances Neely to Russell Johnson - re telephone taxes and how they relate to Vietnam War.

Biographical Information on James L. Morey.

"A Coordinated Speakers Service on Vietnam" in Boston area.

"Mass Distribution List of Vietnam Literature."

EPS to Paul Lauter (Chicago) - Oleg Bykov, visiting prof. at Northwestern University, has been active on Soviet Peace Committee, would be excellent speaker for mtgs. In Chicago area.

EPS to Paul Lauter - reaction to Mrs. Liebman's letter to Sen. Fulbright proposing a Department of Peace, giving responses to previous similar proposals - both State Department and Arms Control and Disarmament Agency now act as Dept. of Peace.
Area Offices - cont'd

Mrs. Charles S. Liebman (McHenry, Ill.) to Senator William Fulbright - proposal for creating a Department of Peace.

Ralph O. Kerman (Ann Arbor, Mich.) to EFS - argues with statement to Mr. Burke Marshall, chairman Nat'l Advisory Commission of Selective Service by FCNL. Surprised how few people are aware of conscription issue. Wants copy of "Background Information on Military Conscription."

Flyer for Silent Vigil, May 28, 1966 at Columbus, Ohio: "Call for a Reasonable Settlement in Vietnam."

T. Proctor Lippincott to Mr. Joseph Crow (N.Y., N.Y.) - request for 1000 copies of Senator Wayne Morse's speech, "Memorandum of Law of Lawyer's Committee on American Policy Toward Vietnam" to be sent to Dayton AFSC office.

Report on attendance at State Department Regional Briefing in Flint, Michigan - Sept. 22, 1965, by Ralph O. Kemen. W. Averill Harriman spoke referring to his trip to Russia, talking with Kosygin about control of nuclear weapons.

Sig Goodman (Dayton) to Senator Steven Young - invitation to him to be speaker at May 28th Vigil in Columbus, Ohio.

"A Witness to Dissent"

Sig Goodman to Senator Wayne Morse - asking him to speak at the Columbus Vigil, May 28th.

Matt Thomson (Dayton) to Robert A. Fangmeier (Indianapolis, Ind.) giving suggestions for getting Senator Hartkis speech reprinted and distributed.

Open letter from AFSC Dayton Office urging that telegrams be sent to Pres. Johnson, Senators and Representatives after Johnson gives his State of the Union Message.

Summary of Discussion with Congressman Walter Moeller, Athens, Ohio, December 30, 1965 on moral and political implications of Vietnamese war.


B. Tratt Bell to Leonard Tinker - Jack Dauglin and John Bartlow Martin would be possible candidates as speakers for Topeka Institute of International Relations, March 27-29, to present position of U.S. Government to balance Stephansky and Pacio for Latin America.

Judy Starbuck to John Hodge (Houston, Texas) re napalm manufacturers (Tenneco not a producer).

John Hodge to FCNL - can information be given concerning govt's napalm sources re demonstration held Feb. 1 at Tenneco in Houston, who denies production.

Flyer - "Tennko Oil and Gas Suppliers of Napalm."

Clippings about Feb. 1 demonstration in Houston Post and Houston Chronicle.
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APSC Area Offices - Middle Atlantic, New York, Pasadena, San Francisco, Seattle, Portland

Allen Brink (Middle Atlantic) to EPS - desperate to find adequate conference site for a 1967 Summer Institute (YMCA Camp Letts, Methodist facilities at Middleburg, Va., Coolfront Re-Creation, Inc. at Berkeley Springs, Va.).

Charles W. Tait (N.Y. - to EPS - impressed with Scarsdale presentation; wants 1500-2000 copies of next newsletter for recommendations for action in period between elections and opening of Congress.


List of Available films from N.Y., APSC office.


Norman H. Wilson (N.Y.) to Frances Nealy - unfortunate that no public witnesses are being heard on the Asian Development Bank bill in Senate Foreign Relations Committee - need for inclusion of Mainland China in proposed Bank (he had been asked to testify).

Norman Wilson to EPS - Thanks for summary of stance of Congress towards President's appropriations proposals, and copy of letter to Senator Russell which is being mimeographed for mailing.

Norman H. Wilson to Miss Helen Hanany (Wash., D.C.) - inviting Mr. Harold Jacobsen, Director of the Office of Asian Communist Affairs to speak at a March 4 meeting in New York on "China in a Changing World."


Stewart MacEachern to Peace Education Committee - re Washington visitation April 18-29.

Norman Wilson's report on meeting Feb. 21, 1966 with Roderick MacFarquhar at Quaker House, N.Y.C.


Revised Program for Institute at Westport, March 5, 1966. Title: "China in a Changing World".

Bob Vogel (Pasadena) to EPS - re dates for UN-Washington seminar sponsored by California APSC offices in April, 1967.


Robert S. Vogel to EPS - surprised to discover how much farm commodities we had given away in the 11 years Public Law 480 was in effect. What local currencies does the U.S. still possess? (List of 10 countries and their balance of currencies sent.)
AFSC - Regional Offices (Middle Atlantic, New York, et al) - cont'd

ERN to Robert S. Vogel - sending report on Food for Freedom Act. Sizable share of Title I sales for local currencies actually given away. Food for Freedom bill good, but has some weaknesses - not giving concessions to Communist countries.


Robert Vogel to Nancy Smedly & EPS - progress report on seminar recruitment and a request for content areas for the seminar itself.

Norman Goerlich (San Francisco) to All Finance Secretaries - proposing a day in Washington after Financial Secretaries' Round-up at Pendle Hill, Sept. 17-24, to visit congressmen and senators. FCNL will provide orientation.

Pamela Mag to Paul Lauter, Norman Wilson, EPS, Russell Johnson - can speaking engagements he arranged for Dr. Nguyen Thi Hue, currently on a month's speaking tour of U.S. (curriculum, vital sheet enclosed).

EPS to Cecil Thomas (San Francisco) - good news of formation of China Committee. A report of a mtg. on Vietnam at FCNL with representatives of many national organizations, planning future action to end Vietnam War.

Brochure on 1966 Peace Calendar & Appointment Book from War Resisters League.


Sue D. Gottfried to EPS - suggests that "Register Christian Opinion" be revised to change focus in introductory remarks from exclusively Christian emphasis to Christian beliefs, which are shared broadly by people of different backgrounds and faiths.

"Transportation costs, clothing, and incidental expenses for Washington Indian students in BIA boarding schools."

John V. Willard to Frances Neely - asks for help in contacting BIA officials in Washington concerning problems being experienced by group of Washington State Indian children enrolled in Bureau of Indian Affairs boarding schools (encloses a summary of problems).

L. Madison Coombs (Dept. of Interior, BIA) to Leo LaClair (Seattle, Washington) - re providing clothing and allowances for other personal needs of Indian children attending Bureau boarding schools.
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AFSC Regional Offices, cont'd

John A. Sullivan & Robert J. Rumsey to Honorable Terry Schrunk
(Mayr, of Portland, Oregon) - re "red paint incidents" -
asking him to remind Oregonians publicly that vandalism going on
in Portland same technique used before Nazi take-over in Germany.
"Red Swears" - March 30 Oregonian editorial and reply by Robert
Rumsey, and a copy of editorial from the Church page of the Journal,
Saturday April 2, 1966: "Self-Defeating Viet Actions Have No德育
by Walford Reed.

AFSC - List of Agencies That Accepted C.O.'s during past 4 Years

The AFSC List
"Civilian Work of National Health, Safety, or Interest" - Federal
Government Agencies.
Statements of kind of work available at different private and public
hospitals, schools, etc.

AFSC-FCNL Consultation


A -

EFS to John H. Affolter (Renton, Wash.) - discusses issues of
public education and role of individual citizen and the
Congressman, in preparation for visit of group in Eastside Friends
Mtg. to their Congressman.

Otis J. Aggett (Terre Haute, Ind.) to EFS - asks for suggestions for
participants (from Senator Fulbright's staff) in a public
discussion at Indiana State University, Nov. 11, on U.S.
foreign policy commitments.

Edward S. Allen (Ames, Iowa) to FCNL - enclosed remarks on inter-
views of Emil Deutsch and himself with Stan Brown and Senator
Hickenlooper. Too easy assumption that communism is
everywhere and always the enemy. Sexual corruption of our troops
in Vietnam.

Alfred F. Anderson (Berkeley, Calif.) to EFS - he concludes from
lack of response to letters and statements that there's disinterest
in his thoughts of social and political illness.

Alfred F. Anderson to Senator William Fulbright - re wisdom and
morality of American Foreign Policy in Vietnam.
Judy Starbuck to Christine Agur (Long Beach, Calif.) - not optimistic
about FCNL's reprinting Benjamin Spock's article, "Protest in
Adolescence" in Redbook Magazine, August, 1966 (enclosed).

Michael Ames (Tucson, Ariz.) to FCNL - why people aren't writing
their legislators - can't overcome weakness of bombing of N.
Vietnamese.

Frances E. Neely to Stanley Andrews (Alamo, Texas) - will speak at May
24th luncheon meeting on his experiences in rural Vietnam, as
consultant for State Department (was well received).
A - cont'd

T. Procter Lippincott to Paul H. Rohman (Director, Antioch Press) re reprints of EFS's article from Spring Issue of The Earlham Review - 2000 copies ordered.

EFS to Lawrence Scott (A Quaker Action Group, Phil., Pa.) - EFS's name on letterhead of AQAG might create confusion between role of direct action with civil disobedience potentials and legislative action. Dave Hartsough's name suggested as alternative since his not so completely identified with legislative action.

Lawrence Scott, George Willoughby, Wilmer Young to clerks of M.W. - formation of A Quaker Action Group dedicated to confronting the immoral and destructive policies of war and violence.

Congressional Record August 30, 1966 - "Religious Society of Friends Appeal to the President" by Hon. Theodore R. Kupferman.

American (initial word of organization)

Mrs. Alison G. Bell (Am. Assoc. of University Women) to EFS - cannot participate in Jan. 26th Conference on abolition of death penalty for federal crimes.

Legislative Program for 1966 of AAUW.

EFS to Alan Reitman (ACLU, New York) re ACLU's statement on conscription and selective service and who should receive it.

Alan Reitman to EFS - position on proposals for compulsory non-military service has been incorporated into overall statement to President's Advisory Commission on Selective Service.

EFS to John de J. Pemberton, Jr. (ACLU) - FCNL has long history of opposition to draft; not sure whether chiming in at hearings on inequities of current system would be useful.

Text of Telegram to House Armed Services Committee re: Hearings on Draft from John De J. Pemberton, Jr. for ACLU urges hearings will be continued for purpose of inviting concerned Americans and organizational spokesmen.

Lawrence Speiser (ACLU) to EFS - re changes in Federal Personnel Manual on proper method of affirmation permitting words "So help me God" to be stricken from oath of office when appointee elects to affirm rather than swear.


Alan Reitman to EFS - re ACLU pamphlet expressing concern about civil liberties dangers arising out of pressures exerted on persons dissenting from American policy in Vietnam.

Eugene Boardman to Mr. Richard Cohen (American Jewish Congress) - asking for statements of American Jewish Congress on position on membership of mainland China in the U.N.

Robert Cleary (American Political Science Association) - forwarding list of members and background literature on the Program - EFS will speak at its mtg. November 22.
American (initial word of organization) - cont'd

American Political Science Association 1966-67 Congressional Fellows
and "Congressional Fellowship Program Fact Sheet."
EFS to June A. Willenz (Am. Veterans Committee) - Raymond Wilson
and Frances Neely will attend your conference on the draft,
Nov. 11 and 12.
Telegram to Stephen L. Angell, Jr. - from Joseph A. Califano. In-
vitation to signing of S.985, The Truth in Packaging and
Labelling Bill and S. 3298, The Child Protection Act (he went).
June A. Willenz to EFS - House Armed Services Committee not hearing
witnesses from public on Selective Service Act - wants FCNL to
join Am. Veterans Com. in protesting announcement of this.
Stanley G. Karson (Am. Vet. Com.) to Frances Neely - appreciates
her help at workshop on Military-Industrial Complex.
Don Edwards (ADA) to EFS - invitation to join ADA experts to
work out concrete proposals on foreign policy.
1966 Call to ADA Convention April 22-24, in Wash., D.C.

"Biographical Data on Candidates for Greater Washington ADA
Officers and Executive Board, June, 1966" and Ballot sheet.
Program for ADA Panel Discussion, May 19 in Wash. D.C., "What can
be done about D.C. schools?"
Arnold Zander (ADA) to Hon. George Hart - nomination of Dr. John A.
Sessions to Board of Education of D.C.
Curtis Gans (ADA) to Frances Neely - re possible amendment to
supplemental appropriations bill.

Stephen L. Angell, Jr.

ERW to Stephen L. Angell, Jr. - asks for revision on paragraph on
SLA, Jr. to Charles Harker - cannot attend North-South Committee
Mtg. in California, November 19-20, travelling in Cal. for
a week.
Charles H. Harker to SLA, Jr. - re FCNL Newsletters to colleges in
Long Island area.

SLA, Jr. to Emile Benoit (New York) - does not want his resignation
as member at large on the General Committee.
ERW to SLA, Jr. - FCNL has five boxes of books for Friends World
College; can he take them there?
SLA, Jr. - open letter to membership of General Committee asking
each to check FCNL activity list to indicate what will be done
for FCNL in next nine months.
SLA Jr. - open letter thanking those attending the Annual Mtg. for
their participation.
Articles

For the Understanding China Newsletter - "The Outlook for a New China Policy" by Eugene Boardman.

EFS to Charley A. Leistner (Eugene, Oregon) - has permission to print excerpts or entire article from Earlham Review in either August or November issue of The Forensic Quarterly.

T. Proctor Lippincott to Doris Shamleffer (Com. for World Development and World Disarmament, N.Y.) - re reprinting of Ed Snyder's article from The Earlham Review.

EFS to Charley A. Leistner (Nat'l Office, Committee on Discussion and Debate, Eugene, Oregon) - David Scott from AFSC suggests that "To Whom Much is Given" in Earlham Review might be suitable material for debate topic on foreign aid.


T. Proctor Lippincott to Doris Shamleffer - clearance for reprinting EFS article from Paul Lacey, editor The Earlham Review, and suggestions for format.

"Interdependence On a Small Planet" by Emile Benoit.
P. Paul H. Romand to T. Proctor Lippincott - quotation of prices for reprints of EFS article.

T. Proctor Lippincott to Emily Parker Simon (CNDWD) - re distribution of EFS article to debaters and others.


Statement by Hon. J. William Fulbright in connection with introducing Proposed Foreign Aid Bills, April, 1966.

EFS to Paul Lacey (Richmond, Ind.) - request for 200 more reprints of article.

EFS to Paul Lacey - change in title from "The Task Ahead for Foreign Aid" to "To Whom Much is Given. . ." typed carbon copy of "To Whom Much is Given"


Andrew and Isabel G. Bachelis (San Francisco, Calif.) to Senator George Murphy - thankful for cessation of bombin in Vietnam - hopes for support to bring war to end. FCNL Jan. Newsletter being sent.
Andrew and Isabel Bachels to Sen. Thomas H. Kuchel - urge Congressional
debate of whole Vietnam situation.
Andrew and Isabel Bachels to President Johnson - urge patience with
negotiations for peace.
Andrew and Isabel Bachels to Hon. Philip Burton - imperative for
Congress to debate thoroughly whole Vietnam situation and
entire Asian policy.
T. Procter Lippincott to Mrs. George Barbow (Cincinnati, O.) re
the possibility of her attending the Churchmen's Washington
Seminar February 17 - 18.

Mrs. Lois Barton to FCNL - wishes copies of available Morse and
Fulbright testimony at Foreign Relations Com. hearings Feb. 18
for Democratic party pre-primary platform convention Feb. 26
and 27 in Grants Pass, Oregon.
ERW to Dr. Edward W. Bauman - sorry that copies of Dr. Bauman's
radio discussion "Blessed are the Peacemakers" not available.
Is sending speech, "76 Trombones" to him for his use of the
material it contains.

Frances Neely to Mr. Gary Beall (San Luis Obispo, California) re
possible article by Darryl Skrabak, in prison, for Ken
Publications state-wide collegiate magazine.
Frances Neely to Henry Beck (Philadelphia, Pa.) - appreciate his
sharing of views on Title IV of the 1966 Civil Rights Act.
Would welcome comments on Jim Harvey testimony. Henry Beck
feels Title IV vicious piece of legislation.
Bob Cory to Robert Berquist (West Branch, Iowa) - re Washington
trip of Scattergood Seniors Jan. 30 and 31.

Robert Berquist to FCNL - request for Report on Indian Legislation
No. 13, and other literature on governmental Indian policy for
Scattergood junior.
Robert Berquist to Frances Neely - thanks for contribution made in
briefing Scattergood seniors. Good student interviews with
Congressmen.
EFS to Mrs. Edwin C. Bertsche - invitation for her to attend State
Department regional foreign policy conference in Atlanta
April 1 & 2. Sorry she hasn't met Eugene. Boardman so she
could help set up interview with him with Senator Richard
Russell.
EFS to Mrs. B.F. Blair (Havertown, Pa.) - re comments on
Voter's Pledge - wording of final objective too vague and
unspecific.

Bo through B

Thomas Bodine (Hartford, Conn.) to EFS - thanks for checking with
Fulbright's office for invitation to speak at New England
Yearly Mtg. (he could not accept).
EFS to Kenneth Boulding (Ann Arbor, Mich.) - re three bills expanding social sciences in government. Asks for critical examination of motivation behind them.
Colin W. Bell to Margaret Brooks (Davis, Calif.) re her efforts to get into China through Hong Kong.
Margaret Brooks to EFS - an account of her effort to obtain a visa to China. FCNL helped getting her passport cleared, and AFSC office in Tokyo was most supportive.

EFS - letter to Department of State on behalf of Margaret Brooks re her travel to China.
"Procedures for Application by Journalists and Scholars for Permission to Travel to Restricted Areas."
EFS to Mrs. Donald Broughten (Evanston, Ill.) - re federal legislation to completely abolish federal death penalty.
Alice Franklin Bryant (Seattle, Wash.) to EFS - asks for help in getting specific information on Rep. Thomas M. Pelly for use in campaigning against him.

Robert Buckhout (St. Louis, Missouri) to EFS - re dissemination of White Paper, "The Politics of Escalation."
Congressional Record, June 30 - Sen. Hartke's speech, "Our policy of Escalation."
Mrs. Julian E. Bulley (Toledo, Ohio) to FCNL - requests permission to copy graph from December, 1965 Newsletter for mailing and sharing with others (granted.).
EFS to Anneliese Gutkind Bulling (Phil., Pa.) - re visit of members of Chestnut Hill Meeting to Washington to visit Congressman. Useful to reach a consensus of what friends would like to say.

Robert O. Byrd (Chicago, Ill.) to EFS - account of American Political Science Association meeting in New York in Sept. - greater emphasis on basic problems.
Robert O. Byrd to Pres. Lyndon Johnson - expression of depth of his concern over escalation of the war in Vietnam. "We cannot win this war in any meaningful sense, and until peace has priority over winning there will be neither peace nor victory."
Eugene Boardman to Art Buchwald (Wash., D.C.) re Chinese hair used in Italian wigs imported to U.S. (shipments held until special certificates for each shipment produced).

Emile Benoit (Policy)

ERW to Emil Benoit - asks for revision of paragraph on fiscal and monetary policies to support economic growth in second draft of FCNL Policy Statement for 1967 (was done.).
Emile Benoit (Policy) - cont'd

Emile Benoit to EFS - asks for support of his request to APSC for research funds for study on new Western economic initiatives to improve E-W relations.


"Comments on Interdependence on a Small Planet"
EFS to Emile Benoit - request for 200 copies of his article "Interdependence on a Small Planet" - suggests sending personal copy to Senator Paul Douglas.

"Interdependence on a Small Planet" by Emile Benoit, from Columbia Journal of World Business identifies a quiet revolution, now occurring in international economic relations, reveals how it is already leading to surprising forms of E-W cooperation, and suggests how it might be applied to achieving a breakthrough in helping developing countries."

Eugene Boardman

Eugene Boardman to EFS - thanks for letter of appreciation of services to FCNL. Account of Missouri Valley Assn. of Friends meeting near Junction City, Kansas.
EFS to Eugene and Betty Boardman - letter of appreciation. Both in legislative work and life together as a staff.

"A Consultation on US-China Relations" - flyer for mtg., May 25 at Rockville, Md.

Eugene Boardman to Forrest D. Brown (Bucknell U., Lewisburg, Pa.) - re his speech at Bucknell U., March 11, on "The Chinese Traditional View of the World."

Eugene Boardman to Patricia M. Hogan (Hiram, O.) - re his speech to social science students at Hiram College on China.
Eugene Boardman to Frances Hunt (Towson, Md.) - re his speech, Feb. 14, at Goucher College.
Eugene Boardman to Edward L. Nestingen (Champaign, Ill.) - re speech April 1, at University of Illinois YMCA, "A New Look at Our China Policy."
Eugene Boardman to Mrs. Herbert J. Nickel (Silver Sp., Md.) - re his speech at Unitarian-Universalist Church at Sil. Sp., Feb. 6, on "War and Peace: A New China Policy."
Eugene Boardman to James T. Sykes (Madison, Wisc.) - re briefing at FCNL, April 14, to 30 University of Wisconsin students.
Eugene Boardman to David Feingold (Madison, Wis.) - re speech at Univ. of Wisc., May 7, "Are containment and non-isolation compatible? Perspectives for a new China Policy."

Ca. - Cl.

EFS to Wallace J. Campbell (Wash., D.C.) - re editorial on International Development Conference in Herald Tribune and Washington Post.

Judy Lhamon to Howard L. Carey (Baldwin, N.Y.) - re attempt by Senator Hartke to rescind the Tonkin resolution.

ERW to Eric Carlson (Vancouver, B.C., Canada) - re his letter to editor on opposition to American position in Vietnam. "The only way to defeat an idea is to put a better one in its place, and your napalm, bombs and bullets in Vietnam is helping to extend communism instead of stopping it. If our Western ways are superior, let us prove it with life, not death, and we need fear no 'ism or ideology."

Frances E. Neely to Mrs. John W. Carroll (Swarthmr., Pa.) - re visa for Sybil Cookson. Visas may be denied to past as well as present members of "subversive" organizations (she was once a member of British China Friendship Association).

Donald L. Carver (Moville, Iowa) to EFS - commends EFS for efforts to bind wounds of human strife and responsibility as leader in peace action. Asks him to tape message for Christmas Peace Vigil at The Federated Church at Moville (was done by EFS).

EFS to Margaret Cates (North Chelmsford, Mass.) - gives suggestions for speakers for Maine Teacher's Convention in October.

Leonara Cayard (Wheeling, W.Va.) to EFS re telegrams to Pres. Ho Chi Minh, Premier Ky, President Johnson from Pittsburg Friends Mtg. (copies of telegrams included).

Virginia F. Saurwein (Director, War/Peace Services, N.Y.) to EFS - War/Peace Services a clearing house for materials on international issues, asking to fill out enclosed questionnaire. "Center for War/Peace Studies" - background info, of organization. Epistle of Central Yrly. Mtg. of Friends, held 8/19-28.

T. Prictor Lippincott to Isabel Cercnay (Atlanta, Ga.) - re Rep. Charles Weltner's bill to control criminal conspiracy.


Thomas J. Clagett (Menlo Park, Calif.) to EFS - re J. Anthony Laka's report in New York Times about Indians' critical needs arising from food situation and response to them. Supports PCNL steps towards sensitizing government response with consideration of its prominence in relation to other needs.

Wendell S. Clappitt (New Providence, Iowa) to ERW - asks to interview ERW at time of Annual Mtg. for a summary of selected Quaker Leaders from George Fox to the present.

Bronson P. Clark to EFS - re attached letter to President Johnson from the Oberlin College Biology Dept. on biological warfare.

Betty Boardman to Bronson P. Clark - re his testimony before House Committee on Foreign Affairs Feb. 3 on China for the AFSC and PCNL.
Ca - Cl, cont'd


Edward Dessau Clarkson (La Jolla, Calif.) to FCNL - "If a wealthy friend and friend would make a contribution would it be tax deductible and could it be earmarked for a particular project? (contribution not tax deductible, not earmarked funds except friend in Wash. - Charles Harker).

Memorandum and Proposal from Rev. Mr. Richard Fernandez to Clergy and Laymen Concerned about Vietnam (Herman Will, Alan Geyn, Elizabeth Miller, Herschel Halbert et al) - regarding possibility of mobilization of clergymen in Washington to register concern over continuation of Vietnamese conflict.

A call for a meeting in Cleveland Sept. 10 & 11, to plan a nationwide multi-issue, multi-group mobilization before November elections from Douglas F. Dowd, Inter-University Committee for Debate on Foreign policy.


Douglas Dowd to "Friend" - invitation to attend a Meeting in Cleveland Aug. 20 & 21 to plan a mobilization late in October; a Report on the Cleveland Meeting of Friday, July 22, and welcoming address for July mtg. by Dr. Chankler Smith.

"Statement on Vietnam" by Community Meeting, Brickvill, O.

Co through C

ERW to Robert M. Koch (Comm. on World Food Crises, Wash., D.C.), to express appreciation for job did as Executive Director of Comm. on World Food Crises, revising Public Law 480. Discusses weakness of bill.

ERW to Earl L. Conn (Muncil, I.d.) - Congressman Ralph Harvey's attitude against giving; Food to Communist countries. Excl. - letter to Cong. Harvey from Earl Conn., "Harvey on the Hill," April 18.


Consumer Assembly '66 O Tentative Agenda, Steering Comm. Mtg., May 18, Wash., D.C.

David W. Angevine (steering com. ch., Con. Assembly) to ERW - inviting him to be one of eight co-chairmen for May 18 Assembly.


T. Procter Lippincott to Samuel and Clarissa(Nevada City, Calif.) - re tax-exempt contribution to FCNL through him.

Charles Harker to Wilmer A. Cooper (Richmond, Ind.) - re communication of FCNL program to Monthly Mtgs. through posters.

Wilmer A. Cooper to Robert Norton (AFSC, Phil., Pa.) - doubts possibility of engaging Billy Graham in debate on Vietnam.
1966 Correspondence - cont'd

T. Proctor Lippincott to Frederic G. Corneel (Wellesley, Mass.) - re firearms legislation.
EFS to Helen U. Corson (Kenneth Square, Pa.) - re FCNL Policy on Population Control.
1966 CRIA Seminar Schedule.

Frances E. Neely to Mrs. T.J. Crowe (Northampton, Mass.) - re the Hualapai project (daming the Colorado River in Arizona) and H.R. 4671.
EFS to Jack Crum (N. Carolina C. of C., Raleigh, N. Car.) - will be glad to participate in group's UN-Washington Study Tour on April 22 in Wash., D.C.
Programs for 1965 & 66 for N. Car. C. of C. UN - Wash. Study Tour for Ministers on Nat'l and World Affairs.

Blynn Garnett (Circ. Mgr., Current) to EFS - FCNL's The United States, Its Budget and the Family of Men listed in Reader's Service section.

Central Committee for CO's


Churches (denominations)

Baptist:
Resolution passed by American Baptist Convention, Kansas City, May 11-15. 4. Taiwan and the People's Republic of China.
News Release - result of Vietnam opinion poll at the Peace Information Exhibit at Kane County Fair in Illinois.
John H. Eberly (Ch. of the Brethren) to EFS - Thanks for contribution of your speaking at adult seminar on March 9, Wash., D.C. on "A Critical Review of U.S. Foreign Policy."
Robert A. Fangmeier to Frances E. Neely - secret service do not encourage segregation of anti-war pickets during Presidential tours.